
	 

 

 

 
Press Release 
 
 
THE BARN opens its first café location in Palma de Mallorca 
The German Specialty Coffee Roaster follows their Community to Spain  
 
 
Palma de Mallorca, July 2022 
 
 
With 10 Specialty Cafés in the German capital, including famous Café Kranzler and Weinhaus Huth, the 
Berlin-based company has come a long way since opening their first location in 2010. As pioneers of 
the Third-Wave coffee movement, THE BARN has significantly influenced the perception for quality 
coffee. Focusing on a different coffee experience, the expert Roastery is strongly rooted within their 
communities by sharing knowledge and exploring unique taste profiles.  
 
In 2021, THE BARN expanded internationally with their destination café in the heart of Dubai. It felt 
only natural to them to chose Spain as their first European location. The Specialty Coffee scene has 
developed quite strongly over the past 5 years with local cafés and roasteries that created a great base 
of awareness for Specialty Coffee. “We felt that this is the perfect time to be part of the growing 
coffee-loving community in Spain”, says founder Ralf Rueller.  
 
Mallorca is known for sandy beaches, great bicycle and hiking tracks. It attracts visitors from around 
the world, with a large community from Germany, UK and Spain. Regions where THE BARN has huge 
following.  
 
Located in the very heart of the lively Old Town of Palma de Mallorca, THE BARN offers a calm Oasis in 
a little side street, just steps away from Plaça de Cort. The building is oozing character and classic 
Mallorquin style. For this location they chose a completely new approach in terms of interior and bar 
design. This time THE BARN is working with modular cubes that will highlight an espresso counter with 
their signature Linea PBX machine by La Marzocco. 
 
The international baristas work in an open window, taking the street vibes into the space. The filter 
coffee station is a centerpiece where THE BARN prepares their signature Single Origin Coffees, brewed 
by hand. Nitro Cold Brew, Coffee Kombucha and their Cold Brew Berliner Weisse Beer are special 
extras on their drinks menu.  
 
Freshly roasted beans and home brewing equipment are standing in the forefront, for Mallorca visitors 
not to miss great coffee in their holiday homes. Of course, the barista grinds to order. In addition to 
the coffee drinks, cookies and cakes are baked on site from their Berlin recipe book. 
 
 
Address  
 
THE BARN Coffee Roasters 
Costa D´en Brossa, 5 
07001 Palma de Mallorca 
 
www.thebarn.de 
 
The Café welcomes you Monday to Saturday from 08:30-17:00. 
  



	 

 

 

About THE BARN 
 
Ralf Rueller opened his first Specialty coffee café in 2010 on Auguststraße in Berlin-Mitte. Today,  
THE BARN is one of the most recognised Specialty Coffee Roasters in Europe. He was honoured with 
the award for “Best Independent European Coffee Shop” in 2018. In 2019 they also received the award 
“Best Specialty Coffee Roaster in Europe & Middle East”.  
 
THE BARN took a pioneering role in introducing Specialty Coffee at the highest level to Berlin. Close 
relationships with coffee farmers, microlots, specific processing techniques, light roasts, and hand 
brewed coffee beverages are at the core of the philosophy of the company. THE BARN regards 
Specialty Coffee as a unique opportunity to change the coffee value chain. In order to stand out 
amongst run-of-the-mill commercial coffee shops, Ralf Rueller and his team have focused on 
uncompromising dedication to quality from the very start. Only outstanding coffees from sustainable 
and fully traceable farms are sourced. It is of the utmost importance to Ralf Rueller to work very closely 
with his coffee farmers, and THE BARN pays far beyond the Fair Trade prices in order to support them. 
 
THE BARN is an independent company that has been growing in stature, and it has a growing fan-base 
across the globe. The brand name THE BARN is an internationally recognised and respected coffee 
roastery and supplies many of the most influential cafés around the world with their coffee beans. 
THE BARN´s curated coffee subscription service and sends out coffee beans to more than 80 countries. 
Over 150,000 followers share their experiences with coffee brews from THE BARN around the globe. 


